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H E WKJCMIQH OF QA TO GBOSCI**CE IHVISTIGATIOSS 

Abstract 

Sandia National Laboratories (SK.) has extended proven hardware-oriented 
technique! to projects encompassing the geosciences, e.g. geology, 
geomechanics, geochemistry, etc. These techniques can't be directly applied 
to research and development activities) msny analogies Bust be drawn. 

Once developed, these techniques form a OA program that can be applied to 
ensure scientifically sound and defensible data in support of geologic site 
evaluation, in situ experimentation, and ultimately,.site utilisation. These 
data, when obtained, are like nuclear weapons; they >st stand the test of 
time and then be utterly dependable when called upon. 

Introduction 

The Haste Management and Geotechnical Projects Directorate at SNL is currently 
applying QA programs to varied geotechnical tasks such as nuclear waste 
repositories (geologic media and subseabed) and transportation, mill tailings. 
Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR), etc. QA programs have historically been 
associated with hardware in the various weapons laboratories; SKL is no 
exception. Recently, the Department of Energy (DOE) imposed requirements that 
QA be applied to Research and Development (RID) activities that only 
eventually or perhaps never encompass hardware manufacturer. This paper 
discusses tht evolution of a classical "hardware" 0*. progr»i (as currently 
embodied in D0E/ALO Manual Chapter 08XA; NRC 10CFR Part SO, Appendix B; and 
other similar documents) into the present geoscience quality assurance 
programs that address eventual HtC licensing, if required. In the context of 
this paper, QA will be restricted to the tasks associated with nuclear 
repositories, i.e. site identification, selection, characterization, 
verification, and utilisation. Similar QA techniques are directly applicable, 
however, to the other geoscience activities as discussed earlier. 

Hardware Versus Repository Desian 

Just as the confidence of successful hardware operation is directly dependent 
on the environment to be encountered, the level of confidence that is obtained 
from site characterisation programs conducted from the surface of the earth 
depends a great deal on the rock type, the regional geologic setting, and the 
nature and scale of the features of concern. 

For example, the environment affecting airborne or missile hardware can be 
fairly easily estimated (and subsequently simulated) due to the good 
definition and uniformity of the area above the earth, i.e. no sharp 
discontinuities. Only a few samples are necessary to adequately define the 
environment for the required application. Some thinga such as radiation 
change from time to time due to sun spots, but the environment is not greatly 
different world wide at similar altitudes for most applications and time 
periods. 

The * environment' for repositories can vary greatly due to the variables 
mentioned above. Further, the data that can be taken are limited due to 
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sampling cost sod time considerations. Foe example, vertical holes, drilled 
fcoat tat earface, are necessarily limited in number and sample a very tiny 
fraction of toe underground environment. Geophysical techniques are valuable 
aa non-destructive tools but are obviously expensive and United in their 
ability to uniquely establish underground conditions. Also, the environment 
•net be reasonably known for toe geologic past as it has a direct bearing on 
the geologic future. (Time spans are in Billions of years instead of the 
normal hours and days for hardware, applications.) 

The data that are taken must be defensible and able to s?:and the test of tine, 
i.e. be able to support licensing if called upon. Because of this, the design 
or .verification "proofing" of a repository site takes on a different form from 
typical hardware "proofing". Hence, QA techniques applicable to hardware 
design take on a different form when applied to geotechnical studies. The 
remainder of this paper will describe the differences between hardware and 
geoscience techniques and some of the driving forces behind these differences. 

Quality Assurance Levels 

Current HRC thinking, as embodied in NRC 10CFR Part 50, Appendix B, only 
applies a QA program to hardware that is critical to public health, safety, or 
the environment. QA is not required beyond these areas. Three Mile Island 
raised the shibboleth that QA should be applied to an appropriate degree to 
all hardware. Sandia National Laboratories has applied this thinking to 
nuclear waste management, i.e. has established three levels of QA for such 
programs. These levels are Critical (Level I) wherein public health, safety 
or the environment is possibly impacted; Major (Level II) wherein operator 
health, safety or the local environment is possibly impacted or the tasks have 
a major programmatic impact, i.e. cost or schedule; and Minor (Level III) 
wherein the only possible effect is minor, i.e. none of the above are 
possible. The techniques discussed in the following paragraphs have different 
levels in rigor of application depending on the quality level assigned. It is 
beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the quality level "scaling" of each 
task discussed, however. It should be noted that the military has long 
recognised the merits of multiple quality levels, e.g. MIL-I-4S208 is a subset 
of KIL-Q-985BA. 

Reviews 

The classical hardware design review encompasses many specialists who 
individually review the design and then hash out their differences around a 
big table. The reviewers are typically from within the organizations involved 
and relate to disciplines, e.g. reliability and human factors. Action items 
are identified and their resolutions eventually form the basis for design 
changes, additional testing, etc. Reviews are typically held at different 
stages of development and carry appropriate titles, e.g. Preliminary Design 
Reviews (rest's), Critical Design Reviews (CDR's), etc. 
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Hoc* appropriate to geoscience projects arc peer reviews wherein peer* in 
various areas of ooncurn are asked to review the acceptability of concepts, 
plans, procedures t Methods (including detailed operating methods, 
instrumentation, etc.), results (data), and conclusions (reports). These 
peers may be so widely separated and diversified in agencies and academic 
fields that they never physically Beet. The technique is similar to that used 
for approving papers for publication in journals in the scientific community 
(peer reviews are "old hat* in this regard but are not generally thought or in 
a Oft sense). Reviewer qualifications become much more important in the 
geoEcience area than the hardware area insomuch aa the community of reviewers 
is limited, and the reviewers can easily exhibit bias or worse yet be involved 
(directly or indirectly) in the actual project or a competing project. 
Monconformlne,' Itema a Materials 
A system that ensures the identification, reporting, disposition and long term 
correction of nonconforming items and materials ia the heart of any 
hardware-oriented QA program. Zero defect programs and the like have led many 
to the belief that design and manufacturing defects are not allowed. They do 
occur, however, and must be properly handled to prevent degradation of the 
inherent item or material reliability and to prevent defect recurrence. 
Associated with this are formal means such as Material Review Boards, failure 
analysis groups, etc. 
A similar system must be in place in conjunction with geoacience 
investigations, nonconformance reporting in this situation is typically 
unplanned events such as unusual phenomena, abnormal occurrences, acts of God, 
etc. In the RID areas, unusual events are not only allowed, they are 
expected. Generally items and materials are not affected....the disposition 
pertains to test data, instrumentation, samples, etc. The corrective action 
ia directed towards ensuring the defensibility of data as presently taken and 
to be taken in the future. At SNL, the application of nonconformance 
reporting to geoscience investigations necessitated the generation of a 
service- and activity-related nonconformance reporting form (see Figure 1). 
This form serves the dual purpose of ensuring proper action and providing an 
historical record. It is important that nonconformance reporting go beyond 
the usual Mo-eccepted step of problem notation in a laboratory notebook. If 
it doesn't go beyond thia step, the subsequent steps of identification of 
cause, disposition, and corrective action may never be fully considered. 

Calibration 
Calibration of measuring instruments and test equipment is fairly 
straight-forward in hardware-oriented QA programs. In general, the equipment 
to be calibrated ia product associated and records are easily maintained with 
regard to product tested, calibration Intervals, iraeeability to n s , recall 
intervals, etc. Interim checks, if required, can usually be made wherein 
known inputs are applied and expected outputs observed. Product that has been 
tested by equipment found to be out-of-tolerance at subsequent calibrations 
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Monconf ormancc Report 
(Services and Activities) 

Interim ( ) Final ( > 

Service or Activity! »CR Mo. 
. ._ Date / / " 

Contxactoc oc Support Organization: 

Date Discovered; / _ / SHL Principal Investigatory 
locationt ~ 

Mature of Nonconformance: Description of nonconformance and Apparent Cause: 
( ) procedural Deficiency „ ^ 
( ) Data Deficiency ^ _ _ 
[ ) Instrunentation Problem ________^^_ 
( ) Other 

Disposition; Justification for Disposition^ 
( ) Accept Deviation _ ^ _ _ _ _ — _ _ » _ 
( ) Modify Plan/Procedure 
( ) Repeat Burvlce/Activity 
t ) Terminate Corrective fcctiont _ 
( ) Conditional Acceptance* -
•State Conditions 

Originator: Organization^ 

Corrective Action Verification: 
( ) Verified (Mote any appropriate conditions): 

t } Cannot Verify (Mote reasons for lack of verification): 

; on chur »»t« _ / . 

to th t Abovt ( D M spftcc bslov foe eoswents oc extensions to th t Abovt topics. ) 

rsn ma xv-2-11 

riguie 1. 
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can usually be satisfactorily recalled and retested. (Options other than 
reconstruction of the data are usually available.) Finally, and very 
importantly, the equipment i s primarily fixed in location and not subject to 
the abuses of field deployment and handling. 

Somewhat similar parallels can be drawn foe test equipment and measuring 
instruments in geotechnical investigations. The equipment to be calibrated i s 
not product associated, however, and records are not as easily maintained, 
since they are experiment (one-of-a-kind usually) and task related. More 
often thin not, the equipment i s also used in a state-of-the-art application 
wherein the ratio of desired tolerance to equipment tolerance approaches 
unity. The concept of verifying calibration by applying known inputs and 
observing known outputs i s not easily applied except for standard solutionu 
and the l ike wherein most equipment i s then considered in the 
"calibrate-before-use" mode. Seismic, gravity, and magnetic surveys a l l use 
this concept to a certain degree by return-to-base and redundant measurement 
techniques. These tests also allow for corrections for t ides , instrument 
drift , tares (handling induced offset) , e tc . associated with geophysical 
measurements. Tests that have been performed by equipment found to be 
out-of-tolerance cannot always be satisfactorily repeated due to cost, 
schedule, the destructive nature of the t e s t s , etc. In this event, recourse 
to data reconstruction (to reflect the nature of the "as found" condition of 
the test equipment) is usually necessary. Since the equipment is not rixed 
with respect to a product or item (usually f ield or laboratory deployed), the 
records of what equipment was used on what test must be fully documented. 

Inspection 

The application of inspection techniques to hardware-oriented QA programs i s 
perhaps the most classical application of Quality Control (QC). Independent 
inspectors work to published instructions and accept/reject criteria and 
perform in-process as well as final inspection of piece parts, items, and 
final assemblies. Items are inspected, and when found deficient, are scrapped 
or reworked/modified and re-inspected. 

The application of in-process inspection techniques to geoscience 
investigations is not as straightforward as in the case above. First , many 
investigations cannot be defined in such detail as to allow the generation of 
detailed inspection instructions. Many of these investigations require that 
step two be dependent on step one, step three be dependent on step two, etc . 
The test procedure and any inspection is developed on an "as you go" baais. 
This i s certainly acceptable if proper documentation i s generated and 
formalised after the fact. SHL has developed a log sheet suitable for this 
task (see Figure 2) . Second, many investigations do not readily yield the 
classical "hold points" associated with QC inspection. These investigations 
usually are best handled by continuing peer reviews wherein qualified 
observers, i . e . those who understand the technical as well as the procedural 
aspects of the investigations, witness the investigation in part or ita 
entirety. 
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Final inspection of product differs even further from final inspection of 
geoscience investigations. In hardware-oriented QA programs the product to be 
inspected i s a fully-completed highest-level-of-assembly item and therefore 
capable of perforating the intended end function. A typical geoecience 
investigation, as final inspected, consists of a set of data and a report fall 
paper). The inspection of these i t em beyond the proofing and grammatical 
stage must be part of an on-going peer review. It i s important that the final 
report be specified beyond the noi.7<al considerations of technical content; 
requirements should be specified for stating assumptions, reference units, 
reviewers, input sources, etc. without defining this aspect of the report 
review in advance, the report may not sustain the conclusions therein. 

Testing 

Testing in a hardware-oriented QA program typically consists of at least two 
levels of intensity (qualification and acceptance) and of two methods 
(non-destructive and destructive). Destructive methods are most often 
associated with the qualification levels and vice versa. Qualification 
testing as stated i s simply confidence testing that i s performed to ensure 
that the item contains the desired safety margins with respect to the intended 
environment, e.g. vibration and shock levels are deliberately specified higher 
than to be encountered. Acceptance testing is of: course associated with 
ensuring that the item passes the intended environment successfuly prior to 
release. 

These levels are approximated in geoscience investigations. For instance, 
laboratory tests can be performed to simulate greater than expected forcing 
functions, e .g. presuures, concentrations, etc . These tests are sometimes 
destructive (qualification) in nature. In situ tests are similar to the 
acceptance tests since they are intended to represent the conditions of actual 
repository environment. Some typical comparisons are made below between 
hardware-oriented and geoscience investigation tests: 

Hardware Geoscience 
Nondestructive -
1) X-Ray examinations 1) Seismic surveys 
2) Particle impact noise detection 2) Magnetic surveys 
3) Leak testing, pressure £ dye pene- 3) Gravitational surveys 

trant 
4) Electrical testing 4) Down hole television (DHTV) 

Destructive -
1) De-lidding of piece parts 1) Horizontal coring 
2) Die shear testing of I.C.'s 2} vertical coring 
3) SEM examinations of semiconductors 3) Geochemical tests 
4) Vibration/shock test-to-failure 4) Geomechanical testing 

Traceability 

Traceability i s a necessary part of any hardware-oriented QA program. All 
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record* of receiving an£ inprocess inspection must be traceable to raw and 
finished material to ensure that sources of defects can be identified and 
restored at agr stage of product development and/or use. On occasion 
Uaceebilltv has even been extended to cover tne specific identification of 
which operator (s) and inspector (s) worked on what items. The objective again 
is to find the common cause of defects and to nave recourse to correct it. 
Since there is often no material product in geoscience investigations, the 
requirements for traceability take on different forms. One key requirement 
for traceability is the collection, processing, and storage of samples 
("product" generated during the investigations). This requirement can vary 
from the proper handling, storage and subdivision of coring specimens to soil 
and water samples snd even to collected biological specimens. The samples are 
of course interval and location specific end great care must be taken to 
ensure that ample material is available to all parties concerned for test and 
examination and that strict accountability is maintained over the 
identification and releaae of the samples. Also implied are precise 
geogrsphicel markers for above ground data and sample taking and precise bench 
marks for below ground coring intervals and logging data. 
Design Information and Change Control 
Hardware-oriented QA programs put great emphasis on the development and 
control of design information. These do not have a direct counterpart in 
geoscience investigations since there is no dssign or development of product. 
Geoscience investigations do, however, depend on the development of specific 
tasks, procedures, plans and in some casss unique custom-designed test 
equipment. These all imply that the statement of work, as received from the 
government and various agencies, must be expanded and developed into specific 
tssk definitions (often contained in program plans). These in turn, must be 
controlled (by revision or date), to ensure that current direction is 
maintained. (Peer reviews are useless if they are aimed at the wrong 
revisions of documents.) Task identification and development allows all 
parti-w to have a complete understanding of the "what" and "bow" of 
investigations. As mentioned earlier, different levels of quality assurance 
programs are applied depending on the criticality of the task to be 
performed. During the definition of tasks, the quality level can be assigned, 
passsd down through the various levels, i.e. contractors and subcontractors, 
and subjected to peer reviews snd agreement. 

Conclusion 
It has been shown that the classics} product-oriented QA program takes on a 
different form as it encompasses the unique features of geoscience 
investigations. The element of the unknown in RaD activities in general and 
geoscience investigations in specific causes much of the usual before-the-fact 
detail to be moved to the inprocess arena. Peers in the field of Interest 
replace QC inspectors snd must therefore assume and maintain the required 
degree of independence, fine* these peers are restricted in number and to 
area of specialisation, the required independence criterion is sometime! 
difficult to achieve. 
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The techniques applied to the classical product-oriented Qa prograa have stood 
th* ttat at t i»e in the world o£ C O W I K products; those twkf that wart not 
coat effective were replaced by thoae that were. As theae proven *A nethoda 
are extended to the geoacience Investigations areas, i t appear a that tbey wil l 
alao prove to be equally, i f not acre, uaeful. If they don't, new techniques 
and analogies wi l l be drawn to ensure tba required defensibility of the data 
obtained. 
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